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In order to reach the economy development of the region, both government 

and society shallable  to dig the superior potentioal of the region, such as, making 
product, creating value, using the available nature resource, and able to make 
income. A product will be state superior if the product has complete factore so it 
could deffend the competitor’s product as domestic market and break throught export 
market . from that background, there are several questions: 1) what kind of export 
commodity that becomes superior in Central Java? 2) Which export countries that 
become the destination for superior in  From Central Java? 3) How’s  the procedure 
of export commodity that comes from Central Java?.  

Superior comodities are potensial comodities that deemed to be competed with 
similar products in other regions, because in addition to having a comparative 
advantage also has high business efficiency. Distribution is a marketing activity to 
facilitate the delivery goods and services from producers to consumers. 

This research is using descriptive qualitative method and quantitative method. 
Data sources from this research are interviews from internal people in Semarang 
Dinperindag as well as literature and internet literature study related to object 
problems. 

Based on the research from Central Java Industry PDRB data, it shows that 
commodities that have value SLQ>1 and DLQ<1 are the superiors. Means that, those 
Commodities have quicker development from national’s standard and have export 
potential. Some of the superior commodities from Central Java are food and 
beverages industrial, tobacco manufacture, textile and clothing industrial. Some of 
the countries that become the export destinations are USA, Japan, Malaysia, 
Germany and China. It is known that those mentioned countries have biggest 
coefficient at Nopirin formula counting. Which means, the coefficient value is 
nothing less than 100% and Central Java export is not centered at certain country. 

So in the end, it could be summarized and suggested that industrial 
commodities that really becomes superior industrial still only a few. It needs to be 
increased from human resource quality, qualified material, and se of the technology. 
The commodities destination countries still on the certain countries so it should hold 
the available export market and open the possibility to open the export market from 
the other countries 
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